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Using the stop-making-sense paradigm (Boland, Tanenhaus, Garnsey, &
Carlsen, 1995) and eye-tracking during reading, we examined the processing
of the Chinese Verb NP1 de NP2 construction, which is temporarily
ambiguous between a complement clause (CC) analysis and a relative clause
(RC) analysis. Resolving the ambiguity as the more complex, less preferred
CC was costly under some conditions but not under others. We took this as
evidence for a limited parallel processor, such as Tabor and Hutchins’ (2004)
SOPARSE, that maintains multiple syntactic analyses across several words of
a sentence when the structures are each supported by the available
constraints.

A central issue in sentence processing is how the human parser resolves
syntactic ambiguity while reading or listening to sentences. Syntactically
ambiguous regions are common across human languages, as is the
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experience of a ‘garden path’  i.e., processing difficulty associated with
disambiguation toward a less preferred meaning (e.g., Bever, 1970). Garden
path effects make clear that we often commit to an analysis while the
structure is still ambiguous, leading to the widespread adoption of serial
parsing models over parallel models. In the context of this paper, we define
serial parsing models as those in which a single structure is selected as each
word is recognised  even if multiple analyses were considered as
candidates. Correspondingly, we define parallel parsing models as those
in which two or more analyses are maintained to some degree across
several words. Specific examples of each type of parsing model are
described below, with respect to the syntactic ambiguity we are investigating here.
The two experiments reported in this paper utilise the Chinese construction of Verb NP1 de NP2, which is temporarily ambiguous between a
complement clause (CC) analysis and a head-final relative clause (RC)
analysis (see Figure 1). The ambiguity hinges upon the lexical ambiguity of
the homograph de, as illustrated in (1). In the CC analysis (1a), de is a
possessive marker: NP2 room serves as the object of the sentence-initial verb
and is modified by NP1. In the RC analysis, (1b), de is a relative clause
marker in a head-final relative clause construction: worker is the head noun
that is modified by the preceding relative clause.

Figure 1. The tree structures of CC (1a) and RC (1b).
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1. [fen3shua1 gong1yu4 de fang2jian1] zhi1hou4, xiao3chen2 he1 le shui3
[paint apartment POSS room] after, Chen drink PERF water
After [painting the apartment’s rooms], Chen drank water.
2. [fen3shua1 gong1yu4 de gong1ren2] hen3 lei4
[paint apartment RC worker] very tired
[The worker that painted the apartment] was very tired.
Parsing models can be distinguished by the number of representations
they construct and maintain when confronted with a syntactic ambiguity.
Most current parsing theories assume little, if any, parallelism. For instance,
the garden-path model (Frazier, 1987) proposes that the parser constructs
only the structurally simplest analysis (the RC in (1)). The unrestricted race
model (Traxler, Pickering, & Clifton, 1998; Van Gompel & Pickering, 2001)
claims that although both the RC and CC analyses are activated in a horse
race, only the simplest structure (RC) would be completed. On the other
hand, the constraint-based competition models (e.g., McRae, SpiveyKnowlton, & Tanenhaus, 1998; Spivey & Tanenhaus, 1998) propose that
both syntactic alternatives, RC and CC, are activated in parallel and compete
for selection at each word, by getting graded support from the available
syntactic, lexical, and pragmatic constraints. In short, both the unrestricted
race model and the constraint-based competition models are serial parsers,
by our criteria, because a single structure is selected at each word position.
In a serial parsing framework, if new material appearing in a sentence
can not be included into the present structure, the processor must restructure its analysis to incorporate the new information. This reanalysis
requires extra effort, which is usually accompanied by longer reading times
and/or regressive eye movements in an eye-tracking paradigm (Frazier &
Rayner, 1982). In fact, the core argument for serial parsing has been
challenged by the observation that some structural ambiguities do not yield
noticeable processing difficulties even if they are disambiguated as the more
complex or dispreferred structure (Gibson, 1991). However, theories of
reanalysis suggest that not all types of reanalysis must produce a
measurable garden path effect. For example, Lewis (1998) distinguished
between easy garden paths, for which his SNIP operator could initiate a
local repair, and difficult garden paths, for which reanalysis failed because
the necessary repair was out of SNIP’s reach. Another approach was
suggested by Fodor and Inoue (1994), who maintained that reanalysis
difficulty is largely dependent upon the informativeness of the disambiguation cue: the more directly a disambiguation cue signals the appropriate
repair, the lower the processing cost. In other accounts of reanalysis, the
costs are lower when some of the constituents from the initial parse can be
reused for the new parse (e.g., Abney, 1989; Konieczny, 1996). In sum,
serial models generally predict some processing cost associated with
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reanalysis, but the severity of the processing cost is determined by the
specific details of the reanalysis mechanisms.
Alternatively, a parallel parser would construct multiple structures at
points of syntactic ambiguity: under a fully parallel model, both CC and RC
would be maintained throughout the region of Verb NP1 de NP2 in (1).
A ranked parallel model (e.g., Gibson, 1991; Gorrell, 1987) allows alternative
syntactic representations to be ordered according to various constraints,
such as syntactic complexity, lexical frequencies, semantic information, and
context. Given that the ranking of the alternative structures causes them to
be differentially available to the processor, a ranked parallel model is also
compatible with garden-path effects. That is to say, if disambiguation forces
the parser to adopt a dispreferred structural analysis, a garden path effect
arises because the structural alternatives must be reranked, either by
changing their activation levels or by some other mechanism.
Despite widespread adoption of serial parsing assumptions, there have
been some empirical results suggesting that ranked parallelism provides a
better account of garden path effects. For example, Hickok (1993)
maintained that the parser computed both the preferred sentential-complement and the dispreferred relative clause representations in parallel when
processing the ambiguous sentence ‘The psychologist told the wife that the
man bumped that her car was stolen’. On the one hand, the parser was gardenpathed when the disambiguation required the assignment of a relative clause
structure of the ambiguous region, suggesting that the sentential-complement reading was preferred. On the other hand, the NP the wife was
reactivated following the presentation of the embedded verb bumped,
suggesting that the relative clause reading was also computed.
Tabor and Hutchins’ (2004) computational self-organising model (SOPARSE) proposes that each new word of a sentence activates possible
attachments in parallel and that these structural alternatives compete until
one of them reaches stabilisation. The structural alternatives are largely
determined on the basis of lexicalised syntactic knowledge. Under this
account, attachments corresponding to both the RC and the CC would be
activated as de is perceived during the processing of the ambiguous string
Verb NP1 de NP2. SOPARSE is a type of ranked parallel processor, because
there are temporal intervals during which multiple analyses are partially
active and no analysis has reached a stable state. Furthermore, SOPARSE
predicts greater ‘digging-in’ costs the longer the ranking has been established
because, even without additional supporting evidence, the initially preferred
attachment continues to grow in activation strength via a ‘rich-get-richer’
feedback mechanism designed to elevate the activation of the selected
structure to a stable state over the course of several words.
Prior research on the Verb NP1 de NP2 construction, using a self-paced
word-by-word reading paradigm, demonstrated that a semantic constraint
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led to a parsing commitment to a particular structure during the ambiguous
region (Zhang, Zhang, & Hua, 2000). A plausibility cue was provided at NP2
in sentences like (2), to bias the ambiguous phrases towards a reading of RC
or CC, or remain neutral. Zhang et al. found garden-path effects one word
after the disambiguation when RC-biased items were disambiguated as CC
(2a) and vice versa (2b). More importantly, garden path effects appeared in
the semantically balanced phrases when they were disambiguated as CC (2c),
which suggests that the RC is the default analysis. There are several reasons
why the RC might be preferred. First, the RC is structurally simpler by the
principle of minimal attachment, and allows immediate thematic role
assignment for NP1, as the direct object of the verb. Second, the RC has
an explicit subject (in the final position) and thus provides a complete
propositional meaning, whereas the CC does not have an external argument.
Third, Zhang et al. found that the syntactically contingent frequency of de as
a relative clause marker (as in the RC) in this construction is considerably
higher than de as a possessive marker (as in the CC). In the context of Verb
NP1 de NP2, 70% of the 1000 syntactically ambiguous items that were
randomly selected from a corpus1 were RC.
2. Example stimuli from Zhang et al. (2000)
a. RC-biased disambiguated as CC
[dai4man4 ke4ren2 de hai2zi] zhi1hou4, zhou1li4 xin1li3 you3xie1
ao4hui3
[slight guest POSS child] after, Zhou Li in the mind somewhat
regretful
After [slighting the guest’s child], Zhou Li felt somewhat regretful.
b. CC-biased disambiguated as RC
[zhi3ze2 bao4she4 de ji4zhe3] ren4wei2 xin1wen2 bao4dao3
bi4xu1 ke4guan1
[censure newspaper-office RC reporter] think news report must
objective
[The reporter that censured the newspaper office] thought that news
reports must be objective.
c. balanced disambiguated as CC
[zhuang4dao3 xiao1ming2 de che1zi] zhi1hou4, liang3ge4 hai2zi
fei1chang2 hai4pa4
[run into Xiao Ming POSS bicycle] after, two children very scared
After [running into Xiao Ming’s bicycle], the two children were very
scared.
1

These items were selected from the Corpus for Studies of Modern Chinese (Beijing
Language and Culture University, 1995), which has 1.24 million words collected from a broad
range of genres.
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In Zhang et al.’s (2000) stimuli, the semantic cue that biased the parser
toward CC or RC was not available at NP1 to guide the initial analysis of the
ambiguous construction. Rather, the CC-bias was created with plausibility
information provided at NP2. If only the simpler RC is built at de, then a
serial parser would have to reanalyse that commitment when it encountered
the semantic cue that required the dispreferred CC at NP2. The revision
would elicit a garden-path as it did in the disambiguation region of an RCbiased item when it was disambiguated as a CC.
On the other hand, a ranked parallel model that computes both the RC
and the CC at de would predict a graded effect of re-ranking from a
preferred syntactic analysis (RC) to a dispreferred one (CC). Under a
parallel account, the cost of re-ranking would be influenced by the amount
and the relative timing of evidence to support each analysis. For example,
re-ranking costs should be minimal at word N1 if the two structures had
nearly equivalent support (and thus nearly equal levels of activation) at
word N. On the other hand, much higher re-ranking costs would be
expected if all the cues supported one structure across several word
positions, but the item was subsequently disambiguated as the other
structure.
The primary aim of the current study was to provide evidence that
distinguishes parallel from serial parsing models. The ambiguity investigated here and in Zhang et al. (2000) is well-suited to the difficult empirical
problem of distinguishing serial and parallel syntactic processing, because a
revision from RC (Figure 1b) to CC (Figure 1a) requires a complete
reanalysis of the first part of the sentence. Experiments 1 and 2 both use
two ambiguous conditions, which differ with respect to the word position
at which revision from RC to CC was required: either NP2 (word four in
(3a) below) or the conjunction (word five in (4a) below). As we discuss
below, there have been no reanalysis mechanisms proposed that could
accomplish such restructuring without considerable processing costs,
regardless of the word position at which revision is necessary. A secondary
aim was to investigate whether a semantic constraint resulted in parsing
preferences for a particular structure, if the constraint occurred late during
the ambiguous region. Based on Zhang et al., we expected further
confirmation of the early use of semantic information, which distinguishes
multi-constraint based approaches (e.g., MacDonald, Pearlmutter, &
Seidenberg, 1994; McRae et al., 1998) from the construal/garden-path
theories (Frazier & Clifton, 1996) as well as the majority of reanalysis
hypotheses, which assume that semantic information does not influence the
initial parse (e.g., Ferreira & Henderson, 1991a; Fodor & Inoue, 1994).
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Sentence completion survey
In order to justify the claim that an RC is the default structure, an important
assumption in our argument, we conducted a sentence completion survey
(included in Appendix A) with the critical stimuli used in Experiments 1 and
2. Twenty-four native Mandarin Chinese speakers from Taiwan who were
not involved in Experiments 1 and 2 participated in the study. The
participants were presented with the sentences up to but not including NP2
(i.e., Verb NP1 de) and were asked to complete the sentence fragments using
the first words that come to mind. The 40 critical items were pseudorandomly mixed with 60 filler sentence fragments containing three words of
various structures, such that two critical trials did not occur consecutively.
Two experimental lists with different item orders were then created. For all
the critical items, all the participants began their completion with a noun
phrase. This noun phrase was part of a RC completion 95% of the time (911/
960) as anticipated, given the comprehension data from Zhang et al. (2000).
The other 5% of responses were CC completions. As shown in Appendix A,
all items had at least 50% RC completions, and only three items had fewer
than 80% RC completions (two Inanimate items and one Animate item).
Thus, the RC analysis is strongly preferred over the CC analysis for our
stimuli.

EXPERIMENT 1
The experiment presented here focused on the construction of Verb NP1 de
NP2, which is temporarily ambiguous between a complement clause (CC)
structure and a relative clause (RC) structure. Consider the examples in (3)
and (4): (3a) and (4a) contained the ambiguous construction in the first four
words; (3b) and (4b) were unambiguous controls2 for (3a) and (4a),
respectively, where NP1 was replaced with an adjective, forcing de to be an
attributive marker. Thus, both (3b) and (4b) contained unambiguous
attributive structures. They served as control structures for (3a) and (4a)
because they were matched for lexical content, but did not contain the
syntactically ambiguous sequence. Because the ambiguous conditions were
always disambiguated as the less preferred CC structure, a processing cost
for the ambiguous conditions compared with the unambiguous conditions is
2
It is not entirely impossible for the first four words in (3b) and (4b) to have a relative clause
continuation, such as [fen3shua1 lao3jiu4 de fang2jian1 de gong1ren2 . . .] [paint old ATT room RC
worker] ‘The worker that painted the old rooms . . .’. However, such a sentence with two nearly
adjacent des should be rare. In fact, the first de is usually dropped in an expression like this to
avoid redundancy, as the de following an adjective is omissible and in fact omitted about 90% of
the time based on our corpus analysis.
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likely to reflect costs associated with reanalysis under a serial account or reranking under a parallel account.
As described above, both syntax-first and multi-constraint theories
predict that NP1 would be taken as the direct object of the initial verb in
both (3a) and (4a). Then, at the homograph de, a serial parser would
continue to construct an RC, whereas a parallel parser would compute both
an RC and a CC with the former ranked higher. Examples (3a) and (4a)
differed with regard to our animacy manipulation at NP2, which served to
either (semantically) disambiguate the ambiguous construction as the CC
(3a) or support the RC (4a). Finally, the structure for both the ambiguous
phrases in (3a) and (4a) was disambiguated as a CC at the conjunction
(before/after/while).
3. Inanimate
a. [fen3shua1 gong1yu4 de fang2jian1] zhi1hou4, xiao3wang2 hai2
da3sao3 le ke4ting1
[paint apartment POSS room] after, Wang also clean PERF living
room
After [painting the apartment’s rooms], Wang also cleaned the living
room.
b. [fen3shua1 lao3jiu4 de fang2jian1] zhi1hou4, xiao3wang2 hai2 da3sao3
ke4ting1
[paint old ATT room] after, Wang also clean PERF living room
After [painting the old rooms], Wang also cleaned the living room.
4. Animate
a. [xun4lian4 shi4bing1 de jiang1jun1] zhi1hou4, zong3si1ling4 fa1biao3
le jian3duan3 yan3shuo1
[train soldier POSS general] after, commander give PERF short
speech
After [training the soldiers’ general], the commander gave a short
speech.
b. [xun4lian4 nian2qing1 de jiang1jun1] zhi1hou4, zong3si1ling4 fa1biao3
le jian3duan3 yan3shuo1
[train young ATT general] after, commander give PERF short
speech
After [training the young general], the commander gave a short
speech.
The Inanimate Ambiguous condition (3a) was semantically disambiguated as a CC because NP2, room, must be the direct object of the verb phrase
paint rather than the head noun that performs the action of painting an
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apartment. In the Animate Ambiguous condition (4a), although both the
interpretations of RC (the general that trained the soldiers...) and CC (training
the soldiers’ general) were possible, the initially adopted RC is most plausible.
That is, it is more plausible that a general trained soldiers than that the
general was trained. So general is likely to be assigned the thematic role of
Agent. Thus, in the Animate Ambiguous condition we expected the RC
analysis to become deeply entrenched as semantic evidence increased
through NP2.

Predictions
The control conditions (3b) and (4b) provide unambiguous attributive
baselines in which we expect no processing difficulty, under any type of
processing theory.
A construal/garden path processor that does not make early use of
semantic cues would behave the same in (3a) and (4a): it would first assign
the simpler RC structure to the ambiguous construction Verb NP1 de NP2.
Hence, the parser would be garden-pathed in both (3a) and (4a) compared
with (3b) and (4b) when encountering syntactic evidence of the CC at the
conjunction, after. It is possible that the semantic incongruity of the
Inanimate condition would trigger reanalysis slightly earlier, after initially
attaching NP2 to the RC structure. Either way, a measurable garden path
would be predicted in both conditions. Assuming a backtracking reanalysis
mechanism such as that outlined in Frazier and Rayner (1982), in both
conditions, the parser would have to reanalyse the structural assignments of
the first four words because none of the RC tree can be recycled for the CC
tree (see Figure 1).
A serial multi-constraint based approach also predicts a garden path in
both the Inanimate Ambiguous (3a) and Animate Ambiguous (4a) conditions, because at the homograph de, the RC structure would be selected for
both (3a) and (4a), based on structural simplicity, immediate interpretation,
and contingent frequency. In (3a), the parser should reanalyse the RC as a
CC at NP2, because room must be the direct object of the verb phrase rather
than the head noun. In (4a), however, the semantic cue at NP2 supports the
syntactic analysis of a RC, so the parser would not switch to a CC analysis
until it was forced at the next word after. Thus, reanalysis costs should be
observed at NP2 in comparing (3a) and (3b), but at the conjunction in
comparing (4a) and (4b). The reanalysis costs might be somewhat less in the
Inanimate condition (3a), because only three words would have to be
restructured, whereas four words would have to be restructured in the
Animate (4a). We are not aware of a well-specified mechanism for reanalysis
within a serial constraint-based theoretical framework, so it is difficult to
make clear predictions as to the relative costs. However, all of the reanalysis
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accounts that we have considered predict that both garden paths will cause
difficult reanalysis and therefore easily detectable garden path effects (Abney,
1989; Fodor & Inoue, 1994; Frazier & Rayner, 1982; Lewis, 1998).
In contrast, a fully parallel account would predict no garden path in either
condition. We do not seriously consider such a framework here, in light of
considerable evidence against full-fledged parallelism (e.g., Ferreira &
Henderson, 1991a; Frazier & Rayner, 1982; Pritchett, 1988; Sturt, Pickering,
& Crocker, 1999).
We do consider a ranked parallel approach, along the lines of Tabor and
Hutchins’ SOPARSE account, in which the syntactic processor attempts
multiple attachments in parallel as each new word is recognised, and the
relative accessibility of the alternatives is governed by all relevant constraints.
As mentioned above, in Tabor and Hutchins’s SOPARSE, two viable
attachments can remain activated across several words, until one of the
syntactic alternatives reaches a sufficiently high level of activation. Under
such an account, attachments corresponding to both a RC and a CC would
be attempted at de, with the RC initially more activated, based upon
structural simplicity, immediate thematic role assignment, and contingent
frequency. At NP2, the less preferred CC structure would still be somewhat
activated, and the semantic cue in the Inanimate condition (3a) would
increase CC activation  possibly high enough to outrank the RC. In
contrast, the CC would receive no additional support in the Animate
condition (4a), so the RC would become more entrenched as the highest
ranked structure, based on rich-get-richer feedback. Some processing costs
associated with re-ranking the RC and the CC might be observable at NP2 in
(3a), but a much greater re-ranking cost should be apparent at the
conjunction in (4a), where full syntactic disambiguation occurs and the
CC would have to be resurrected from a low state of activation.
In brief, we hypothesised that semantic constraints would be used
immediately as a disambiguation cue late in the ambiguous region, resulting
in either reanalysis or re-ranking at NP2 in the Inanimate Ambiguous
condition. Another revision, caused by the syntactic disambiguation, would
take place at the conjunction in the Animate Ambiguous sentences.

Method
Participants. Twenty-four native speakers of Mandarin Chinese from
Taiwan were paid a nominal sum to participate in the experiment. All the
participants were recruited in the University of Michigan and had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. Although they also spoke English, Mandarin
Chinese was the primary language that they used outside of their classes.
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Materials. A total of 40 sets of critical items (see Appendix A) were
typed in traditional Chinese characters with 20 sets in each of the Inanimate
and the Animate versions (adapted from Zhang et al., 2000). All the
sentences were 10 words long plus a full stop at the end, and were displayed
in one line on the computer screen. As shown in (3) and (4) above, structural
ambiguity was a within-item factor, whereas the animacy of NP2 was a
between-item factor. Our experiment thus included four types of sentences:
Inanimate Ambiguous (3a), Inanimate Unambiguous (3b), Animate Ambiguous (4a), and Animate Unambiguous (4b).
For the structural manipulation, each set of the critical sentences
comprised two types of underlying structures: an ambiguous and an
unambiguous control condition, which differed lexically only at the second
word. For the manipulation of semantic plausibility (triggered by animacy),
NP1 following the initial verb was a potential object as apartment in (3a) and
soldier in (4a), yet NP2 was either inanimate and therefore an implausible
agent, as room in (3a), or a plausible one such as the animate general in (4a).
The ambiguous construction, Verb NP1 de NP2, was syntactically disambiguated at the conjunction (i.e., before/after/while) followed by a comma.
Plausibility and structural ambiguity were counterbalanced across two
presentation lists. Each list contained ten ambiguous and ten unambiguous
sentences in each of the Inanimate and the Animate groups. Two versions of
an item were never presented to the same participant. The 40 critical items
were pseudo-randomly embedded within 64 filler sentences of various types
in order to prevent participants from being aware of the experimental design.
Sixteen of the fillers consisted of an equal proportion of syntactic and
semantic violations. Altogether, 26 of the 104 sentences (25%) became
anomalous at various points across the sentences.
Procedure. The experiment used a self-paced stop-making-sense paradigm (Boland et al., 1995). Sentences appeared on a computer screen one
word at a time in a moving window display. Participants were instructed to
click the mouse with their dominant hand to receive the next word.
Meanwhile, if the sentence stopped making sense, they should press the
‘No’ button (the space bar) on the keyboard with their non-dominant hand.
The trial then terminated immediately if the ‘No’ button was pressed. In the
written instructions, it was stressed that participants need not wait until the
end of the sentence to respond negatively. All times between presentation of
a word on the screen and a response were measured to millisecond accuracy
using E-Prime software. Before the experiment began, participants were
provided with 8 practice sentences to familiarise them with the task. In most
cases, participants completed the experiment within 20 minutes.
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Plausibility survey. A questionnaire study was conducted in order to
ensure that the Animate Ambiguous items were semantically biased toward
the RC interpretation. A separate group of 30 native Chinese speakers
completed the survey. The survey contained 60 phrases of the structure of
Verb NP1 de NP2, which were ambiguous between CC and RC interpretations. Participants rated the plausibility of the two readings of these phrases
on a 7-point scale. For example, the ambiguous phrase in (4a) could be
interpreted as either to train soldiers’ general or the general that trained
soldiers. Participants were instructed to make the judgement based on their
real-world knowledge, namely, which interpretation was more likely to occur.
One endpoint of the scale (coded as 7) represented that the phrase was highly
likely to mean the general that trained soldiers (i.e., RC). The other endpoint
(coded as 1) indicated that to train soldiers’ general (i.e., CC) was much more
plausible. The middle number (coded as 4) indicated that the phrase was
balanced between the two readings.
Using the results of the survey, we selected 20 items as the Animate
stimuli, all of which received a score of 5 or higher with the average of 5.71.
The plausibility ratings for each Animate item are presented along with the
items in Appendix A.

Results
Two dependent measures were analysed: the number of ‘No’ responses at
each word position and word-by-word reading times for affirmative button
presses.
A summary of the cumulative percentage of ‘No’ responses is presented in
Figure 2 for each condition from the verb to CONJ2 of the sentences.
From the beginning to NP2 of the sentence, there were fewer than 2% ‘No’
responses across all four conditions. However, an interaction appears to
begin at the conjunction (i.e., before/after/while), and continue over the next
two words. These three words were identical for each item across the
ambiguous and unambiguous conditions.
To eliminate dependencies among sequential responses, the per cent ‘No’
responses illustrated in Figure 2 were converted to ‘remaining possible ‘No’s’
using the procedure in Boland et al. (1990)3. The percentage of ‘remaining
possible ‘No’s’ in each condition by both participants and items were
3

There were ten items per condition for each participant, so at the beginning of the sentence
the maximum number of trials on which a participant could respond ‘No’ was ten. If a
participant made four ‘No’ judgements at the first opportunity, the participant’s score at this
word was 40%. At the next word, the number of remaining possible ‘No’ responses would be six.
Thus, if two ‘No’ responses were made at this word position, the score was 33%. If all of the trials
in a given condition for a particular participant or item received ‘No’s before the end of the
sentence, the later word positions were assigned a value of 100% rather than 0%.
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Figure 2. The cumulative percentages of ‘No’ responses for each condition at each word
position in Experiment 1.

submitted to 2 (list)2 (structural ambiguity)2 (animacy) repeated
measure ANOVAs. We did separate ANOVAs at NP2, the conjunction,
and CONJ1, because the critical predictions were localised to these
regions, especially the first two. A summary of the analyses appears in Table
1. Neither effects of ambiguity nor animacy, nor an interaction between them
was observed at NP2. At the conjunction, there was an interaction between
ambiguity and animacy, which appears to be driven by the relatively high
proportion of ‘No’ responses in the Animate Ambiguous condition. Also,
there were main effects of ambiguity and animacy. The same pattern of
effects was observed at CONJ1.
Word-by-word reading times for affirmative button presses provided a
secondary index of processing difficulty. The reading time data (shown in
Figure 3) exhibited the same numerical pattern as the ‘No’ data, suggesting
that, even when readers failed to press the ‘no’ button in the Animate
Ambiguous condition, they nonetheless experienced processing difficulty.
However, we interpret these data more cautiously, because once a trial was
stopped by a ‘No’ judgement, no further reading times were recorded, and
thus, the amount of missing data differs across conditions, beginning around
the conjunction. The amount of missing data in each condition is equal to
the cumulative per cent ‘No’ data in Figure 2. For example, by CONJ1 in
the Animate Ambiguous condition, there had been ‘No’ responses in about
33% of the trials, thus the mean response time was computed over the
remaining 67% of trials in that cell.

HSIEH ET AL.

TABLE 1
Analyses of ‘remaining possible ‘No’s’ at each critical word position in Experiment 1
F1 (df)

F2 (df)

p

NP2
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
Ambiguity Animacy

3.19 (1, 22)
0.31 (1, 22)
2.30 (1, 22)

2.31 (1, 36)
2.31 (1, 36)
0.24 (1, 36)

.10
.10
.10

CONJ
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
Ambiguity Animacy

8.52 (1, 22)
12.47 (1, 22)
8.37 (1, 22)

37.34 (1, 36)
57.30 (1, 36)
22.87 (1, 36)

B.01
B.01
B.01

CONJ1
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
Ambiguity Animacy

16.94 (1, 22)
23.54 (1, 22)
19.35 (1, 22)

77.84 (1, 36)
93.45 (1, 36)
60.36 (1, 36)

B.001
B.001
B.001

‘Remaining possible ‘No’s’ analysis

Mean reading times were computed both by participants and by items.
One participant had no reading time data starting from the conjunction in
the Animate Ambiguous condition, because he or she had responded ‘No’ to
all trials in that condition by the conjunction. The missing cells were replaced
using the formula [participant mean for the other three conditions at that
word position][condition mean for the other participants at that word
Inanimate-Ambig
Inanimate-Unambig
Animate-Ambig
Animate-Unambig

1000
900
800
RT Means (ms)
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Figure 3. Mean reading times in ms for each condition at each word position in Experiment 1.
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TABLE 2
Analyses of reading times at each critical word position in Experiment 1
Reading times analysis
NP2
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
AmbiguityPlausibility
CONJ
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
AmbiguityAnimacy
CONJ1
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
AmbiguityAnimacy

F1 (df)

F2 (df)

p

2.00 (1, 22)
0.17 (1, 22)
0.00 (1, 22)

1.08 (1, 36)
0.35 (1, 36)
0.00 (1, 36)

8.36 (1, 22)
8.23 (1, 22)
1.49 (1, 22)

12.15 (1, 36)
11.03 (1, 36)
5.63 (1, 36)

B.01
B.01
.10,B.05

26.61 (1, 22)
22.42 (1, 22)
13.65 (1, 22)

13.66 (1, 36)
11.46 (1, 36)
11.83 (1, 36)

B.01
B.01
B.01

.10
.10
.10

position]  grand mean of all participants and conditions at that word
position]. Participant and item means were submitted to 2 (list)2
(structural ambiguity)2 (animacy) repeated measure ANOVAs, conducted
at NP2, the conjunction, and CONJ1, respectively. A summary of the
analyses is provided in Table 2. At NP2 (where all conditions had affirmative
responses in over 95% of the trials), there were neither effects of ambiguity
nor animacy, nor an interaction between them. At the conjunction, the
interaction between structural ambiguity and animacy was significant by
items but not by participants, while the main effects of ambiguity and
animacy were fully reliable. The Animate Ambiguous sentences were 202 ms
longer than their unambiguous counterparts (a.05 by participants and by
items), though there were also more missing data in this condition compared
to the other three conditions. None of the other conditions differed from one
another in pairwise comparisons. At CONJ1, there was a robust
interaction, as well as the main effects for ambiguity and animacy. The
response times were 252 ms longer in the Animate Ambiguous condition
than in the Animate Unambiguous condition (a.05), though again, the
Animate Ambiguous condition had more missing data than the other three
conditions. The other three conditions did not differ.

Discussion
Both the judgement data and the reading time data revealed a striking
difference between processing of the Animate Ambiguous stimuli and the
Inanimate Ambiguous stimuli. While there were robust garden path effects
for the Animate Ambiguous condition, beginning at the conjunction, there
was no comparable effect for the Inanimate Ambiguous condition. While
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this might seem to suggest that a CC is the default analysis for this
ambiguity, in fact there is considerable evidence against that possibility,
based on our sentence completion data, the findings in Zhang et al. (2000),
and processing factors known to guide syntactic ambiguity resolution, such
as structural complexity, immediate thematic role assignment, and the
contingent frequency of the alternative forms of de. Furthermore, there
were no semantic cues to support the CC until NP2 in the Inanimate
Ambiguous condition.
The serial parsing models predicted a garden path in both critical
conditions, however, a garden path effect was observed only in the Animate
Ambiguous condition. The Inanimate Ambiguous sentences showed no
processing difficulty at either NP2 (i.e., the semantic cue) or the conjunction
(the syntactic disambiguation). A serial parsing model could still accommodate this finding if the parsing model included a reanalysis mechanism
such that reanalysis was very easy in the Inanimate Ambiguous condition,
but much harder in the Animate Ambiguous condition. Therefore, we
considered several reanalysis proposals to see if they predicted a difference in
reanalysis difficulty across the Animate and Inanimate Ambiguous conditions.
First, we considered Fodor and Inoue’s (1994) Diagnosis Model of
reanalysis in which most of the variability in reanalysis difficulty is linked to
determination of what structural alterations are necessary to get from the
current structure to the correct structure. This is an interesting proposal and
has received some empirical support (Meng & Bader, 2000). However, it fails
to predict a difference in processing difficulty between the Inanimate and
Animate conditions in our study. Fodor and Inoue maintain that revision
difficulty is a function of how easy it is for the parser to diagnose the source
of processing error using ‘symptom’ provided by the breakdown of the first
analysis. According to the diagnosis model, the sentence repairing procedures are only initiated by syntactic violations, presumably to make sure that
revision does not take place unless it is absolutely necessary. Thus, for our
stimuli, repairs would be triggered at the conjunction in both the Animate
and Inanimate Ambiguous conditions, and no difference in revision costs
would be predicted, because the same structural symptom would cue
diagnosis in both cases. Regardless of whether the conjunction is considered
an informative or an uninformative diagnostic cue, Fodor and Inoue predict
equivalent garden path effects in the Animate and Inanimate conditions.
Second, Lewis’ (1998) SNIP account predicts successful reanalysis when a
single, local structural dependency must be broken, as in ‘Thad knows Shaq
is tall’. Using this example, Lewis suggested that the CP projected from is
tries to attach as the complement of the VP projected from knows, a site that
is already filled by Shaq. This structural incompatibility triggers SNIP to
disconnect Shaq, allowing LINK operators to make the correct new
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attachments. The SNIP operator is able to detach Shaq because it falls under
the maximal projection containing the incompatibility (the VP). Lewis
maintained that a single SNIP repair adds about 50100 ms of processing
time. Changing from an RC structure to a CC structure at NP2 or five4 in our
stimuli would require multiple instances of detaching and relinking
constituents, so it presumably would take considerably longer under Lewis’
metric  if SNIP could reach into the CP and IP embedded within the
complex NP (see Figure 1b) to detach NP1 and de from the tree. But in fact,
such operations are not local enough for SNIP, and as a result, reanalysis
should fail for both the Animate and Inanimate conditions.
Pritchett’s (1988, 1991) Relicensing Constraint distinguishes easy and
hard reanalyses in terms of syntactic government. Pritchett notes that
reanalysis of water from direct object to subject is easy in John expected the
water to taste bad, but difficult in After John drank the water tasted bad.
According to Pritchett, the crucial difference is that water continues to be
governed by expect, but not by drank. Sturt et al. (1999) tested Pritchett’s
predictions by measuring self-paced reading times during the disambiguating
region for these two types of sentences. In line with Lewis’ predictions, the
easy reanalysis increased reading time by 87 ms  a modest, but statistically
significant, processing cost. The difficult reanalysis increased reading times
by 400 ms  a much greater processing cost. If we apply the Relicensing
Constraint to the reanalysis of a RC (Figure 1b) as a CC (Figure 1a) NP1, we
find that the government relationships are altered by the global structural
changes. Thus Pritchett’s account, as well as the similar account of Sturt et
al., would predict a difficult garden path, even if reanalysis were initiated at
NP2 in the Inanimate condition.
In sum, while there have been a variety of reanalysis mechanisms
proposed, there is general agreement concerning which garden paths should
be difficult. Difficult garden paths are characterised by major structural
changes, at least some of which are non-local. All of the reanalysis accounts
that we have considered predict that difficult garden path effects should
result from reanalysis of an RC as a CC in both critical conditions. None of
the proposed reanalysis mechanisms are consistent with our finding that
reanalysis costs are considerably less in the Inanimate condition compared
with the Animate condition.
Our findings are most consistent with a limited parallel account along
the lines of Tabor & Hutchins (2004). The absence of a garden path effect
at the disambiguation of the Inanimate sentences suggests that the parser
4
Lewis’ SNIP operator appears to be sensitive only to syntactic inconsistencies, so the most
straightforward assumption is that reanalysis would be attempted at the conjunction in both the
Animate and Inanimate Ambiguous conditions. In fact, the repair surpasses the locality
constraints of SNIP, regardless of whether the repair is initiated at NP2 or the conjunction.
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already had the correct CC analysis at the previous region. Given that a
relevant semantic cue was available only at NP2, the parser probably
reranked the structural alternatives, demoting the simpler RC and
promoting the more complex CC at this point, with minimal processing
costs. There was no evidence of a re-ranking cost in our dependent
measures, but re-ranking at NP2 could be very low cost if the lower ranked
representation had been constructed and maintained up to this point  i.e.,
for one to two words.
The interaction of structural ambiguity and animacy demonstrated clear
effects of semantic plausibility. This finding is inconsistent with syntax-first
parsing models, which predicted that the RC should be computed in both
(3a) and (4a) and then abandoned as the semantic and/or syntactic
disambiguation required the assignment of CC. If this had been the case,
processing difficulty should have been observed in the disambiguation
regions of both Animate and Inanimate sentences.

EXPERIMENT 2
The primary goal of this experiment was to further explore possible
reanalysis or re-ranking effects at NP2 of the Inanimate sentences from
Experiment 1. Although the stop-making-sense task is usually quite sensitive
to processing difficulty, participants are asked to identify at which point (if
any) a sentence becomes anomalous, by pressing a different button, and as a
result reading speed is often slowed below normal rates. Thus, we also used
the same Inanimate and Animate stimuli in an eye-tracking paradigm, which
imposes minimal costs over normal reading and furthermore provides a
number of dependent measures so that processing load can be measured in
terms of early and late measures of processing.
Research on the eye movements during reading has shown that average
fixation durations are similar (about 225250 ms) for Chinese and English
readers (Chen, Song, Lau, Wong, & Tang, 2003; Rayner, 1998). Nevertheless,
Chinese and English eye movement patterns differ in other aspects due to
orthographic differences. Because the orthography of Chinese is much more
lexically dense than the orthography of English, the perceptual span is
correspondingly smaller, but the number of words encompassed with the
perceptual span is not very different across the two languages. The
perceptual span of Chinese readers extends from 1 character left of fixation
to 3 characters to the right (i.e., approximately two to three words) when they
are reading from left to right (Inhoff & Liu, 1998), while English readers have
a span extending from 34 letters left of fixation to about 1415 letters to the
right (i.e., about three words) (Rayner, 1998). A second orthographic factor
is that Chinese characters are presented in a continuous string, without
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spaces between words  unlike English. Because Chinese words can be one or
more characters long, the word boundaries are often ambiguous, and the
lack of spaces between words could conceivably increase parafoveal
processing of upcoming words when reading Chinese, compared to English.
Unfortunately, little is known about possible differences between Chinese
and English with respect to the parafoveal processing of upcoming words,
nor is it clear how much phonological and semantic processing occurs for
characters in the periphery during Chinese reading (see Feng, 2006, for an
overview). Third, Chinese readers exhibit a slightly higher regression rate
(about 15%) than English readers (about 10%) (Chen et al., 2003; Rayner,
1998). Finally, average saccade length is shorter in Chinese (about 22.5
characters) than in English (about 79 letters or 1.5 words), due to the higher
information density of the Chinese text (Chen et al., 2003).

Method
Participants. Thirty-two native Chinese-speaking students from Beijing
Normal University participated in the experiment. All had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and were paid a nominal sum for their
participation.
Materials. Two experimental lists contained the same 20 Inanimate and
20 Animate critical items from Experiment 1. Minor alterations were made
to a subset of the items to accommodate differences between Mandarin as
spoken in Taiwan vs. Mandarin as spoken in Beijing. The data for two items
(item 14 in the Inanimate condition and item 20 in the Animate condition)
were omitted from all analyses because of a mistake in the input of the
sentences.
For each list, 40 critical items were pseudo-randomly mixed with 72 filler
sentences of various structures in order to prevent participants from being
aware of the purpose of the experiment. Half of the fillers were critical items
of an unrelated experiment, and the other half were complex sentences
without intentional syntactic ambiguity.
Procedure. Participants were seated 60 cm from a computer screen with
their head stabilised on a chin rest. Their eye movements and fixations were
binocularly recorded every 2 ms by an EyeLink head-mounted eye-tracker.
Calibration and validation of the recording apparatus were performed before
the experiment started. At the beginning of a trial, participants were asked to
look at a dot, which appeared on the left of the screen at the position where
the first character of a sentence would appear. Once fixation was stable and
any necessary correction was made, the dot disappeared and a sentence
appeared instead. Participants were instructed to read for comprehension in
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a natural way and to press a button when they had finished reading. The
button pressing caused the sentence to disappear with a verification sentence
(a declarative sentence with a cue of ‘Please judge:’) presented in about onethird (38/112) of the trials. Participants indicated whether this sentence
correctly expressed the content of the preceding sentence by pressing the
right or left button on a response box. Fifty percent of the verification
sentences were correct. The verification sentences remained on the screen
until the participant had responded. Subsequent to the button pressing, a
fixation point, indicating the beginning of the next trial, appeared.
There were 28 practice sentences before the experiment began. The whole
experiment lasted about 30 minutes, and participants took a short break in
the middle of the experiment. Participants could ask for a break at any time;
a recalibration was performed before continuing the experiment.

Results
Eye-movement data were collected for seven word positions in the critical
items, beginning at the sentence-initial verb and continuing until CONJ2.
Five measures were calculated for each region. First-fixation durations are the
times of the first fixation inside a region. Gaze durations include all fixation
times inside a region beginning with the first fixation inside until the gaze
travels outside the region, either to the left or to the right. Regression-path
durations sum all fixation durations from the time a region was initially
fixated until the reader’s gaze crossed the right boundary of the region. This
measure includes re-fixations of preceding regions and the target region
itself. Probability of first-pass regressions is the percentage of leftward eye
movements that cross a region’s left boundary immediately following a firstpass fixation in the region. Total times is the sum of all fixation times within
a region.
First-pass measures. We first report the four measures that provide early
indications of processing difficulty: first-fixation durations (Figure 4), gaze
durations (Figure 5), regression-path durations (Figure 6), and the probability of first-pass regressions (Figure 7). We focus our analyses on NP2 and
the conjunction, where the theoretically important predictions are localised.
For the two regions, we submitted the condition means, both by participants
and by items, for each dependent measure to a 2 (list)2 (structural
ambiguity)2 (animacy) repeated measure ANOVA. A summary of the
analyses appears in Table 3.
First-fixation and gaze duration measures are thought to reflect the
earliest stages of processing. In fact, the data pattern was quite similar to that
observed in Experiment 1. At NP2, we obtained neither main effects nor
interactions in either measure. At the conjunction, Animate Ambiguous
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Figure 4. Means for first-fixation durations for each condition at each word position in
Experiment 2.

sentences were 39 ms (first-fixation duration) and 76 ms (gaze duration)
longer than their unambiguous counterparts. There was a robust interaction
between ambiguity and animacy, as well as main effects of both ambiguity
and animacy. In paired comparisons for both dependent variables at the
Inanimate-Ambig
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Figure 5. Means for gaze durations for each condition at each word position in Experiment 2.
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Figure 6. Means for regression-path durations for each condition at each word position in
Experiment 2.

conjunction, the Animate Ambiguous condition differed from the other
three conditions, which did not differ from one another (a.05 by both
participants and items).
As for the regression-path duration data, both the Inanimate and
Animate Ambiguous sentences produced slightly longer reading times at
Inanimate-Ambig
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Figure 7. Means for the probability of first-pass regressions for each condition at each word
position in Experiment 2.
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TABLE 3
Analyses of mean first-fixation durations, gaze durations, regression-path durations,
probability of first-pass regressions, and total times at NP2 and the conjunction in
Experiment 2
Reading times analysis
First-fixation durations
NP2
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
AmbiguityAnimacy
CONJ
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
AmbiguityAnimacy
Gaze durations
NP2
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
AmbiguityAnimacy
CONJ
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
AmbiguityAnimacy
Regression-path durations
NP2
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
AmbiguityAnimacy
CONJ
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
AmbiguityAnimacy
Probability of first-pass regressions
NP2
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
AmbiguityAnimacy
CONJ
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
AmbiguityAnimacy
Total times
NP2
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
AmbiguityAnimacy
CONJ
Structural Ambiguity
Animacy
AmbiguityAnimacy

F1 (df)

F2 (df)

p

0.86 (1, 31)
0.08 (1, 31)
0.02 (1, 31)

0.31 (1, 36)
0.03 (1, 36)
0.07 (1, 36)

.10
.10
.10

11.16 (1, 31)
4.83 (1, 31)
7.34 (1, 31)

13.04 (1, 36)
4.97 (1, 36)
5.34 (1, 36)

B.01
B.05
B.05

0.01 (1, 31)
0.41 (1, 31)
1.65 (1, 31)

0.00 (1, 36)
0.15 (1, 36)
1.33 (1, 36)

.10
.10
.10

19.35 (1, 31)
14.85 (1, 31)
10.59 (1, 31)

17.99 (1, 36)
8.28 (1, 36)
9.20 (1, 36)

B.01
B.01
B.01

10.53 (1, 31)
0.23 (1, 31)
0.72 (1, 31)

4.29 (1, 36)
0.03 (1, 36)
0.73 (1, 36)

B.05
.10
.10

19.04 (1, 31)
14.00 (1, 31)
14.92 (1, 31)

15.44 (1, 36)
5.79 (1, 36)
10.82 (1, 36)

B.01
B.05
B.01

8.14 (1, 31)
2.24 (1, 31)
0.76 (1, 31)

3.87 (1, 36)
0.01 (1, 36)
0.33 (1, 36)

14.75 (1, 31)
0.43 (1, 31)
3.26 (1, 31)

15.41 (1, 36)
0.15 (1, 36)
2.38 (1, 36)

22.10 (1, 31)
7.74 (1, 31)
15.53 (1, 31)

7.05 (1, 36)
2.83 (1, 36)
4.66 (1, 36)

23.42 (1, 31)
20.70 (1, 31)
19.55 (1, 31)

15.98 (1, 36)
9.42 (1, 36)
9.66 (1, 36)

B.01, .05
.10
.10
B.01
.10
.08, .13

B.05
B.01, .10
B.05
B.01
B.01
B.01
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NP2 in comparison with their unambiguous counterparts (29 ms in the
Inanimate condition and 66 ms in the Animate condition). The ANOVA
analyses revealed a main effect of ambiguity, but neither an effect of animacy
nor an interaction between the two factors, suggesting that the ambiguous
sentences imposed a greater processing load. At the conjunction, the
Animate Ambiguous sentences induced substantially longer reading times,
which indicated a garden path. In the ANOVAs at the conjunction, the
interaction between ambiguity and animacy reached significance, and so did
the two main effects.
The ANOVAs for the probability of first-pass regressions revealed a
pattern similar to that of the regression-path durations. At NP2, only the
main effect of ambiguity was found, and only by participants. At the
conjunction, the main effect of ambiguity was fully significant, while neither
animacy nor the potential interaction reached significance. The pairwise
comparisons at both NP2 and the conjunction show that readers were more
likely to return to earlier regions in the two ambiguous conditions (a.05).
Thus, the regression data suggest an overall increased processing load for the
two ambiguous conditions compared with the unambiguous conditions.
Total times. The total time data (Figure 8) reflect both initial and reprocessing, as they included first- and second-pass reading. Correspondingly,
the interaction and main effects observed at the conjunction in the first-pass
reading time measures occurred at both NP2 and the conjunction in this
Inanimate-Ambig
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Figure 8. Means for total times for each condition at each word position in Experiment 2.
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global measure of processing difficulty. At both NP2 and the conjunction,
the Animate Ambiguous condition was slower than each of the other three
conditions, which did not differ from each other (a.05).

Discussion
As in Experiment 1, we found a clear interaction of ambiguity and NP2
animacy. There were substantial processing costs (reflected in raised firstpass reading times and total times) at the conjunction for the Animate
Ambiguous condition compared to the other three conditions. Crucially, at
NP2 Inanimate Ambiguous sentences had similar first-fixation and gaze
durations to the Unambiguous controls. In other words, there was no early
evidence of processing difficulty due to reanalysis at NP2 in the Inanimate
Ambiguous condition, suggesting that the more complex CC analysis was
already available. Although the regression data showed that the ambiguous
sentences induced more processing difficulty overall than the unambiguous
sentences, reanalysis/re-ranking effects cannot account for the fact that there
were more regressions in the Animate Ambiguous sentences than in the
Inanimate Ambiguous sentences, because reanalysis/re-ranking would only
be required in the Inanimate Ambiguous condition at NP2. Rather, the
ambiguous sentences, which contained two conceptual entities (NP1 and
NP2), seem to have placed heavier cognitive load on the comprehension
processes than the unambiguous counterparts, which had only one entity.
This might be due to maintaining multiple syntactic analyses in parallel, but
it could also be due to the higher referential load at the discourse level of the
Ambiguous conditions compared with the Unambiguous conditions. A third
possibility is suggested by the fact that there were more regressions at NP2 in
the Animate Ambiguous condition compared to the Inanimate Ambiguous
condition. Recall that we did see a substantial garden path at the conjunction
in the Ambiguous Animate condition only. Thus, it is plausible that the extra
regressions at NP2 in the Animate Ambiguous condition actually reflect
parafoveal processing of the conjunction, foreshadowing the upcoming
garden path effect.
In sum, serial parsing models predicted strong reanalysis effects, while
ranked parallel parsing models predicted little or no processing cost
associated with re-ranking. The minimal costs for the Inanimate Ambiguous
condition in the eye-tracking paradigm, taken together with the absence of
any processing costs in the stop-making-sense paradigm (Experiment 1), are
in sharp contrast with the strong garden path effects observed in the
Animate Ambiguous condition.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
The most important finding from the current set of experiments is that the
processing costs for revising a Chinese relative clause (RC) structure as a
complement clause (CC) structure differed, depending on whether a
semantic cue (an inanimate noun) supporting the CC structure was available
during the ambiguous region. Getting such a cue prior to syntactic
disambiguation eliminated the garden path effect. The assumption that
readers initially construct the RC analysis is not in doubt: Zhang et al. (2000)
demonstrated this empirically, and their conclusion that the RC analysis is
preferred is consistent with the syntactic ambiguity resolution mechanisms
of current parsing models. Therefore, the contrast in processing difficulty
between our Inanimate and Animate Ambiguous conditions poses a
challenge for any parsing model that assumes that only one analysis remains
available after a syntactic choice point.
Most of the constraint-based models (e.g., MacDonald et al., 1994; Spivey
& Tanenhaus, 1998) assume that although syntactic representations are
initially activated in parallel, a single analysis is quickly selected, based on
support from the various constraints. To some extent, such models are
similar to parallel parsers, with the dispreferred alternative(s) receiving much
less activation than the selected structure. In a ranked parallel version, the
parser could maintain multiple alternatives at varying levels of activation
throughout the ambiguous region of a sentence.
In fact, a limited parallel version of a multi-constraint based theory, such
as Tabor and Hutchins’ (2004) computational SOPARSE model, provides
the best account of our findings. When reading the Verb NP1 de NP2, we
expect that the parsing system initially attached NP1 as the direct object of
the sentence initial verb. However, the lexical ambiguity of de introduced two
structural possibilities: de could be attached to the existing structure as a
relative clause marker or it could head a possessive modifier, with NP1 as the
possessor. At de, we expect the first (RC) analysis to be ranked highest.
However, at the next word NP2, animacy supporting the second (CC)
analysis becomes available in the Inanimate Ambiguous condition, raising
the activation level of the CC analysis, so that syntactic disambiguation at
the next word is consistent with a highly activated analysis. In the Animate
condition, however, the CC remains in low activation at NP2, while the
animacy constraint further elevates the activation level of the RC. Our
findings are a good demonstration of the SOPARSE model’s ‘digging-in’
effects: the longer the parser is committed to a misanalysis (i.e., the RC is
supported one word longer in the Animate than in the Inanimate condition)
the more severe a garden path is, as the misanalysis continue to gain
activation strength via the ‘rich-get-richer’ mechanism.
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Could a serial parser also account for our findings? Perhaps, but we do
not think it likely. As noted above, reanalysis of the RC structure as the CC
structure requires a complete overhaul rather than a selective revision.
Therefore, it is not the type of reanalysis that proposed revision mechanisms
could accomplish cheaply or quickly, if at all (Abney, 1989; Fodor & Inoue,
1994; Frazier & Clifton, 1998; Frazier & Rayner, 1982; Konieczny, 1996;
Lewis, 1998; Pritchett, 1991; Stevenson, 1998; Sturt et al., 1999). Even
allowing for new proposals about how reanalysis proceeds, it is difficult to
image one that could easily transform the structure in Figure 1b into the
structure in Figure 1a. An alternative that we have not considered here is
underspecified parsing, in which a single parse tree is constructed incrementally, but leaves some structural relationships unspecified (e.g., Weinberg,
1993). Because the structural configurations of the RC and CC analyses are
so different, we do not think that such an approach can salvage serial parsing
for this structural ambiguity.
Can our limited parallel account explain other well-known garden path
phenomena? Yes, but the explanatory capacity rests as much upon the lexical
projection of structure as on parallelism. Consider Pritchett’s contrast
between the easy garden path in (6) and the difficult one in (7). In (6), the
verb’s argument structure motives postulation of two structural alternatives,
a direct object complement and a sentential complement. While the former
may initially be ranked higher, the water is consistent with both alternatives,
and the sentential complement alternative should be easily recoverable for
verbs like expect that occur frequently with sentential complements. In (7),
drink also allows for two alternatives, a transitive and an intransitive
structure. However, the water only supports the transitive analysis, allowing
the intransitive structure to decay in activation. Central to these predictions
is the assumption that alternative analyses will not linger unless they receive
support from at least some of the available constraints.
(6) John expected the water to taste bad.
(7) After John drank the water tasted bad.
Our limited parallel account may remind some readers of a reanalysis
account proposed by Ferreira and Henderson (1991b), in which the success
of reanalysis depended upon an unused thematic representation not having
decayed beneath recoverable levels. Thus, although the syntactic system
constructed a single analysis, the thematic system offered covert parallelism
that could be exploited for reanalysis. Like our account, their decay
hypothesis predicts that reanalysis is difficult when the ambiguous region
is long and thematic relationships are assigned early in the ambiguous region
and maintained over several words. However, their account cannot predict
our central finding  the difference between the Animate and Inanimate
conditions  because their account assumes that reanalysis cannot be
initiated until a syntactic error signal is received. Thus, for our stimuli,
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reanalysis would be initiated at the conjunction in both Animate and
Inanimate conditions, and no difference between the two conditions would
be predicted.
In conclusion, our experiments suggest that sentence parsing in Chinese is
at least somewhat parallel: multiple syntactic analyses remain activated
during the ambiguous region of a sentence, with the more supported
structure ranked higher. The re-ranking of alternatives could be very lowcost if the dispreferred interpretation receives enough activation early within
the ambiguous region. Our results also support a multi-constraint based
processor. Namely, all available information is utilised on a word-by-word
basis to determine the ranking of structural alternatives of an ambiguous
item, although the parser probably does not commit to a single analysis until
the disambiguation point.
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APPENDIX A
Experimental stimuli. Within both the Inanimate and Animate sets, the words that distinguish
the ambiguous and unambiguous conditions are given in parentheses, with the ambiguous
condition first. Although these stimuli were used in both experiments, minor modifications (not
shown here) to some items were made for Experiment 2, to increase naturalness for speakers of
mainland Mandarin. The percentage in parentheses represents the percentage of RC completions
for each item.
Inanimate
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Animate
The plausibility rating for each item is provided in the second parentheses.
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